Friday 24 August 2018

It’s a sign!
There has been a lot of discussion about advertising signage in Esperance over the last month,
the type of signage, the locations used and whether applications are required. All businesses
and event holders are subject to the same set of ‘rules’ that are about consistency across the
board and encouraging good quality signage. This makes sure the visual amenity around town
is kept to the highest standard while enhancing the promotion of the business or event.
It is important for applications to be made to avoid advertising clutter, ensure the signs do not
present a hazard or obstruction to pedestrians or motorists and that commercial signage is
designed to be consistent and suited to the location and function for the service it is promoting.
What does this mean? It prevents competitors from putting signs up in front of your business, it
makes sure they don’t block your view when driving and it stops them being put on paths that
restrict movement or become trip hazards. Signs cannot be inappropriate in size or imagery
(offensive in nature). Is it hard to get an approval? The short answer is no. There are realistic
and simple guidelines that will assist any applicant who is looking at using signage of any nature
for promotion. Shire staff are more than happy to assist in filling in forms for both temporary and
permanent signage.
Why do I need a permit for signage on my private property? Without some set of ‘rules’ it would
be open for anyone to have as many signs as they like, as big and as inappropriate as possible.
At the moment your neighbour cannot have 20 signs with lewd pictures, nor can they have signs
that light up the street 24 hours a day, these are a few over the top examples however where
does one draw the line? What is acceptable to you may not be acceptable to your neighbour.
While we all like to think that we should just be reasonable and do the right thing, without some
kind of guidance it can be manipulated and could turn into something quite unpleasant.
How do apply for a sign? The Signs Policy under the Local Planning Policies is a good place to
start and then call in to the Shire Administration Building to speak to Planning staff or give the
Shire a call on 9071 0666.
If you are looking at putting a sign in a
thoroughfare the following will also assist
Activities in Thoroughfares and Public
Places and Trading Local Law 2016

Roads Program
The roads program is a huge part of the Shire’s budget and
we are responsible for the maintenance and renewal works
of over 4,000km of sealed and unsealed roads. This financial
year we have 177.62km gravel resheet, 42.47km limestone
resheet, 2.1km sealed road reconstruction, 9.95km sealed
road widening construction and 10.29km sealed road new
construction schedulled.
Works are prioritised based on a number of criteria including
traffic volumes, usage and condition. If you would like to report
a problem with a road, please contact us on 9071 0637.

Dune Rehab
Our Environmental Officers, along
with Esperance Weeds Action Group,
have been rehabilitating the second
carpark at Fourths beach. The Work
for the Dole program have constructed
a fence to create a single access path,
and 600 seedlings have been planted
with the help of ESHS Bushrangers and
Wongutha CAPS students.

Vacancies
Are you tech savvy? We are currenty looking for a BeConnected
Project Officer. We are also looking for Community Support
Workers at Esperance Home Care. Hurry applications close
today!
Are you interested in operating heavy machines? We are
looking for a Plant Operator to join our Rural maintenance
Team in Grass Patch. This position carries out maintenance
of Shire roads and will primarily operate backhoe and loader.
Applications close Friday 30 August. For more information, or
to apply, visit the Shire website.

Upcoming Meetings
Ordinary Council Meeting: 28 August, 4pm, Council Chambers
Want to know what is happening in Council each month? The agenda includes all reports
Council will make decisions on, minutes from Council and committee meetings, monthly
financials and an operational report. To read the full the Agenda and Minutes please go to
the Shire’s website.

100 year old dog tag!
Recently a 98 year old Esperance Dog registration tag was found while metal detecting along
the beach area on The Esplanade. With a 1920 ate it shows that Esperance residents have been
registering their dogs for nearly 100 years!
Under the Western Australia Dog Act 1976 dogs are required to be microchipped & wear a
current registration tag, be kept under control by means of a leash, cord or chain which is held by
the owner/responsible person and not threaten, chase, rush at or attack any person or animal.
Don’t forget to keep your dog under your control at all times. Walking your dog is essential for its
health, keeping it from harms way is also vitally important. We all love it when we can bring our
dog to work, especially on a work site, but please make sure they don’t wander off.
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